Services Standards and Requirements Workshop Meeting Notes:

July 16, 2014 (10:00 to 10:45)

Attended – Cheryl Smith/Leader, Ronda Sloan, Debbie Terenzio, Linda Mabel, Gretchen Thwing, Natasha Pressley, Linda Sieman, Cydeon Trueblood, Marty Norris.

Topics Discussed:

- Suggested language on food 65D-residential
- Residential – Meals /Storing Snacks- Standard language reads a little different on the Residential Monitoring Tool than what was suggested
- Suggest reviewing Survey for meals options and choice
- Visitation information located 3.1 thru 3.5 on page 5 of Monitoring Tool
- Semi Private/Private information on 2.1 of Monitoring Tool
- Ability to move freely about form in 4.0 of Monitoring Tool
- Discussion of language changes of 65G-4
- Supported Living & subsidies Rule and Operating Procedures will incorporate language since they are currently being re-written. Forward information to Miranda Johnson
- CDC+ did not have much recommendation of change
- Room and board only homes vs Residential Rehab – are criteria different?
- Legally enforceable agreement (question - is for everyone or just for Provider that provides services and also being landlord?)
- Legally enforcement agreement 6.1 – 6.2
  - Housing rights
  - Aviation/ appeals – FL law needs to be addressed
  - Lease agreement/notices
  - Room and board vs Residential Hab
  - All waiver and Brain and Spinal Cord homes survey. (Question/cement – Department of Health does not license their homes. How did this get sent out? – Not getting answers.
  - Any other recommendations need to be submitted by the end of July
- Cheryl and Susan will develop a report of all recommendation submitted - the all will have a change to look at it again.
- Handbook should be coming out early August for public comment

Suggestions:

Linda Mabel – Rule language needs to broad enough in the Tool – gives direction but doesn’t restrict

Needs to be appropriate across different Agency

Cheryl will send a copy of the Monitoring Tool and 65G-4 by Email with all attendees.